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I have to get to work. So, I coaxed my car to the parking lot of Super Value Winton. Just let me catch the next
jitney and get downtown. In a matter of minutes, the jitney pulled up to the bus stop. I mounted the steps and
headed toward the back of the bus. Let me sit down first. Looking around the bus, I was super impressed. The
air condition was piping. The bus was really clean, like almost brand new. All the seats were covered in
plastic. Short, light beige curtains folded back hung at each bus window and the tinted glass gave a cozy feel
to bus, almost like you were in a bedroom. At the front of the bus, posters advertising concerts long past
adorned the top of the inside of the windshield. Each poster featured photos of music artists, and at their side,
girls, girls, girls. Girls in skimpy shorts; girls exposing bellies with navel ring, bellies flat as a wash board;
girls with nothing on from waist up, hands clasping overflowing bosoms. Shortly after take off, the jitney
driver unleashed the music. What is this on this bus today? Three to four songs later, it became clear to me,
that the music blasting on this bus is carefully chosen. Rap songs with the most explicit lyrics, all rapping
about the topic of the greatest universal appeal â€” sex. Each held in hand a construction tools bag. They wore
rugged brown work boots, jeans and T-shirt. One had a head full of short, skinny plaits that stuck out in all
directions; the other one had a low trim. They dropped down on seats on the opposite side of the aisle, and
started chatting away. Crazy Plaits settled back in the seat, quite disappointed. Boy, she more bigitty than you,
and she bigger than you. Bailey playing field, opposite the Mall at Marathon. The music was banging, the
lyrics getting hotter and hotter. Something held the attention of the bus driver because he was lingering too
long at the bus stop. Oh yeah, I see what it is. On the median between the lanes stood a young lady, braids
down to her hips, jeans tight as if someone had painted them on her and a mid-riff T-shirt. The bus driver was
trying to convince her that she needed to get on his bus. Three guys seated up front on the bus stood up to get
a better look at the female beauty standing on the median. This female was relishing all that male attention.
She twined her long braids between her fingers and slowly made her way back across the street, with languid,
deliberate steps. The bus continued up Robinson Road, making frequent stops to pick up passengers. At one
stop, a gaggle of school children got on. My, my, look at what these young children have to endure. The
atmosphere in this bus is not accidental. The posters, the music. In all my days of taking the jitney, I have
never, ever, never come across a bus dripping with such X-rated sensuality. I wonder if the Road Traffic
Department can do something about this.
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Too close and she scraped the left hand side. Not close enough and a passing car scraped the right hand side.
She was already having a jolly debate with herself, as usual, between the fitness of taking the path, or the
return on investment in using the cable car. As usual, the funicular had already won. Mary turned right, taking
the path to the funicular, and immediately felt an eerie apperception that something was different. A few steps
more and she encountered a pathway dotted with a dozen notebooks-worth of hand-pencilled paper scraps. A
few steps more and she encountered the man responsible. He was sitting in the entrance to the cable car; by a
little wooden shelter which looked as if it had once lived many decades alongside a disused railway line. He
was about the size and shape of a post box, and more so as he was currently crouched on his haunches. He was
clad only in a thule, a length of cotton wrapped around his waist and between his crotch. His bare body was
begrimed. Purulent lesions dotted the loose cheeks of his exposed bottom. She was like that. Diminutive, but
with relentlessly sunny disposition. The man turned his face to her. The cable car unit itself was at the other
end of the line outside the house. My, um, shelter, is up the hill. Tell me how you have fared. She would have
to step through the shelter to get to the button to call it down from the house. The man crouched in the middle
of the shelter. A soft floppy sack and a roll of carpet lay opposite. Candles burned on the seats behind him.
She decided to take the steep path instead. As she set off up the path, she heard him chanting softly. The next
morning, anticipating the man was still in the shelter, Mary used the path again on her way out. He was still
there, only now sitting-legged, holding a flimsy sheet of crumpled paper between pressed palms, mumbling.
He continued the repetitive mumble, rocking slightly forward and back. Mary shrugged and continued on her
way out. When she returned later that day, the postbox man had been joined by another. A straw of a man, his
ribs showing through his bare chest. He wore Bermuda shorts and roman sandals. Mary noticed that the
sandals looked ancient. They had thin cork soles and thin strips of wound leather. Both men sat cross-legged
on carpets. In one corner of the shelter a photo had been propped on the wall. Stacked against it was a
thumbed-sized carved wooden figure, and a stuffed black bird. Dirt had been smeared on the walls, alongside
circles a foreign script drawn in charcoal. The strawman started trembling with excitement. Please, but has it
evor descended? A Chariot of the Gods! A Chariot of fire! He lifted his chin to the evening sky. His bony
throat started warbling a wobbly high tone. He fell to his knees. Postbox bowed his head at Mary and slumped
alongside Strawman to cojoin his mumble with the warbling hum. Mary giggled and set off up the path to
reach her house. She decided to walk down the path again the next morning. In a shaded section, she lost her
balance for a heart-bumbling moment. It was covered in sack cloth, singing in a dry cough, and hunched at its
own offering bowl, which contained a mixture that appeared meaty and wet. Around it was a circle of tiny
bones, and skulls of what looked like birds and mice. Mixed in with them were dried husks of insects. She
dressed herself in a nonchalant smile. From under the hood a rasping voice spoke. Are you a sign? In fact, the
entire shelter and surrounds had quickly become quite feculent. It now dawned on her to wonder where they
toileted. She pondered that all day at work. She returned home as daylight clicked shut its divine doors. She
stood watching the three shadows. They had been busy all day. Candles dotted the shelter and the path. The
area was strewn with things corraded. Effigies built hastily from sticks lay about the sides of the path. Strange
scents wafted up from burning piles of wood chip. The sackcloth man knelt perfectly still, facing the barred
alighting point to the cable car. His back was to Mary, who could only see that his sack shroud was now
pulled from his head. On the very top of his bald head, pinches of black soot burned gently. His scalp was
littered with jieba scars. Postbox was now totally naked, sitting hunched in a furry foetal position. He had
rolled in what Mary hoped was wet soil. Strawman was standing, sprinkling water over Postbox from a dog
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bowl. Strawman looked up at her approach. He said Mary would call down the chariot to heavon. Call down
the chariot. She was getting tired of walking up the path. Her writers group would be coming over tomorrow
night. What would they make of this mess? Push it and the cable car â€” the chariot â€” comes down. All three
prostrated themselves in front of the switchbox, heads pressed into the concrete. Mary picked her way over
and around the bodies and pushed the button. Somewhere about them an engine started up, bringing tiny
plaintive cries from the prostrate pilgrims. At the top of the rails, a whir and a shudder and then a slow
scraping begun. They spotted the cable car appearing through the trees and out of the night gloom. But no, not
your heavon. Postman suddenly shouted in alarm. She intends to send us to the grave! The steel-framed cable
car rattled alongside the shelter and clicked to a stop. If you like, we can have a cup of tea before you go
home. He looked at Mary. Please, just get on, go to the top and see for yourself. Strawman nodded, and the
three stepped carefully onto the cable car, which quivered. They grasped at handholds. Mary lowered the arm
and pressed the green button. The cable car stuttered and began ascending. But close the gate and press the
green button up there to send the chariot back down for me. Mary watched as the cable car clacked, steel
runners on steel rails, up the slope. The three had knelt on the floor and started preying. They slowly
disappeared into the gloom. She waited for the sound of the motor and wheels to stop, as they had reached the
top.
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In a matter of minutes, the jitney pulled up to the bus stop. I mounted the steps and headed toward the back of the bus.
With my hand bag on one shoulder and my laptop bag in the other hand, my legs felt a little unsteady, "Sir, please, don't
pull off yet.

Read more about the people behind Camp Camp here. I looked hopefully for the rebels. There they were,
sitting like sisters at a long table in the back of the dining hall. A buzzing cocoon of crinkly perms, heaving
breasts, heavy earrings. I idolized my big sister. Her Huey Lewis and the News rhinestone pin and her
Magic-Markered mix-tape covers, her layered black and pink scrunch socks and her Stage Three areolas. I was
nerdy and pale. I had blue braces and blue glasses and one corn kernel nipple. I liked Patrick Swayze and
Inspector Gadget and lox. I longed to grow up, to find my wild side. But my big sister Becca was too busy to
mentor me so I needed to find surrogates. The solution bolted up my back over a rice-and-beans family dinner
like electroshock. My sister had been a devout camper for years and had regaled me with great tales of canoe
trips and making fun of fat girls with headgear. I realized, in a flash, that I needed to replicate this experience
and go to summer camp to study the older girls. There, among an erotic landscape of blueberry pancakes and
pine perfume, I would learn to French inhale, have abortions, and do complicated dances with damaged men
in the lake. I quickly became obsessed with every camp in the Great Lakes area. In the videos, girls romped
around wooded hills and made lanyards while John Denver sang about West Virginia. They wore long T-shirts
and seemed in on the secrets I, too, wanted to know. I settled on Birch Trail in Minong, Wisconsin. It took one
day at Birch Trail for me to realize this was not to be the case. They were not a paragon of cool like my sister.
My bunk mates were hairless and newtlike. Their names were Polly and Lucille and Muffy and they brought
with them no makeup and only one bottle of pink Pert shampoo. From within the inner folds of their
monogrammed bags emerged grapefruit vagina spray, peachy armpit spray, and rosy powder for their preteen
Camembert labia. They paid no attention to my temporary black hair dye, or my provocative announcement
that I had once given a hand job to a Korean man named Jake Ryan on a trip to Niagara Falls. The worst was
yet to come. Before dinner, Side Pony Number One emerged from behind her tapestry with a banjo and a
triumphant announcement: According to camp tradition, our cabin was to be called the Upper Maples. We
filed into the mess hall. A girl with a jiggly cantaloupe ass and Umbros stood defiantly atop a chair and belted
an ironic line from Yentl. Her adoring onlookers hooted and high-fived. I pictured their Stage Five pubic
patches growing proud pea shoots and curly jungles beneath their palmetto short shorts. My own neglected
mons was still bald as a baseball. All of a sudden, my calling in life became clear as a crystal: It will only take
five years. He was the camp director. He wore water socks and a shit-eating grin. His wife, Bobby, wore
Tretorns and a dinosaur T-shirt. I know in previous years, we have sung with gusto in the name of good, clean
fun. But Bobby and I have attended many a conference this winter, and we have learned that that kind of
rabble-rousing behavior promotes anorexia among our youth. So do us all a favor and let us all refrain from
that age-old Birch Trail tradition. In the name of health! I tried desperately to make eye contact with her, even
going so far as to waggle my spirit fingers in her direction with hope in my heart that she might storm over to
me and teach me a secret handshake, forever cementing our solidarity and sisterhood. She never even looked
in my direction. I waggled my fingers harder toward a pretend fly circling around my hair. Her breasts were at
Stage Four. A tear slid down the inside of my aorta. After singing my eyes out during the audition, I am cast
as Miss Hannigan in Annie. My delight is short-lived when I learn that the Tamaracks do their own play, an
awesome rendition of Oliver, that us Maples are excluded from. I learn to tie-dye a pillowcase. Shaman, a
jack-of-all-trades who watches the waterfront with a smear of zinc oxide on his nose, takes our bunk into the
woods for an afternoon of trust-building exercises. An endomorph with an acid-washed fanny pack stands on a
log and trembles for forty-five whole minutes while we make a nest with our arms behind her. Shaman loses it
and starts yelling, I make erotic eye contact with him, and Lindsey Leigh, a Dallas vixen who is eleven, sprays
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an entire bottle of Salon Selectives hairspray into the air in an act of protest. Side Pony Number Two catches
her, starts to cry, and says the ozone is going to disintegrate and she is going to get fired. I tie-dye all my
hankies. We go into town. I buy suede-fringed Minnetonka moccasin ankle boots. They are the same shoes
that Cantaloupe Ass has. I learn that her name is Dana. She is Oliver in the Tamarack play. All the boys
surround her at every social as soon as she descends from the bus in her scrunch socks. Her voice is deep and
her legs are bowed and her hair is bright blonde. Her younger sister is named Lucille Bernstein and she is in
my bunk. Once she put a goldfish cracker on her flashlight after lights-out and giggled for five minutes about
the large shadow it made on the ceiling like it was the wildest thing a woman has ever done. Lucille cried to
Dana, Dana yelled at me, and now all the Tamaracks officially hate my guts. I tie-dye every T-shirt I brought
with me. I am going home on Sunday. My play is tomorrow. My parents called the camp to see if they could
drive up and watch my moment of glory but Stan said Birch Trail is a sacred space and any disruption from
the outside world is upsetting to the youth. I hate Lucille more and more. My worst-case scenario came true.
Although the Tamaracks were not excluded from our performance of Annie, not one bothered to show up for
my crowning glory. The reptile penis I once fellated in the projects of Cabrini- Green. The ballsac I cupped in
my palm while fending off a mugger in my public school playground. I am eleven years old. I have never
kissed a boy. Andrews books have muddled my mind with enough incest and insanity to last a lifetime. I
talked loudly in the hopes Dana might stop by my storytelling session, realize I was secretly in need of a hug,
and drop everything to sweep me up in her blonde embrace. The morning before I leave, I tie-dye my sheets,
shorts, socks, and scrunchies in a fit of rage and frustration. I then returned to Chicago and quickly became a
different girl. The corn kernel became a gently steamed patty pan squash. The other breast blossomed into a
tender frozen pea. A faint downy cobweb of pubic hair emerged one day like a miracle. I discovered Interview
magazine and Axl Rose. That you could pierce your ears three times with the same safety pin and shred holes
in your jeans with a simple set of scissors. Sun-In and a straightening iron flattened any fear I had of a Jewfro.
Stan and Bobby materialized in a hotel conference room for a reunion wearing winter coats some months later.
My hair was bright blonde and bone straight. This summer, I would be a Lower Linden. My Minnetonkas
were worn just right. To my sheer delight, three seconds of my Miss Hannigan debut had made it onto film. I
ran home from school every night to watch it on repeat, after a taped television-friendly version of The
Breakfast Club. I now had a role in history. One day I was certain to be a star. Reprinted from Camp Camp:
Copyright by Roger Bennett and Jules Shell. Photos courtesy of Camp Camp Book.
Chapter 4 : Bus Stop Tales 1 (Video ) - IMDb
Ed interviews, flirts with and finally beds down Lisa, a young woman he meets at a bus stop.

Chapter 5 : Bus Stop Tales 12 () - IMDb
Bus Stop Tales 12 Adult, Documentary Who would have thought a sex-themed video would offer so much insight into
the human condition, particularly in terms of sexual communication.

Chapter 6 : Beauty Parlor â€“ Staircase, Bedroom and Bathroom
LIVE: Dramatic Lions Fight With Leopard To Rescue Deer On The Tree - Craziest Animal Fights! Thematic protection of
Wildlife watching. Live now.

Chapter 7 : JITNEY TALESâ€¦..X-RATED BUS RIDE | calendrierdelascience.com
While she did reach a level of fame as the hands for "Lee Press On Nails," her dream evolved and she became a music
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teacher. She now works with young children, ages birth to four, and teaches.

Chapter 8 : best Long Wicked Nails images on Pinterest | Long french nails, Long nails and Coffin Nails
long toenails strange - this is awful Find this Pin and more on Long Wicked Nails by Sheri Bryant. Long toenails by
Digital Nails This is what I see when people have long toenails.

Chapter 9 : SFGTV2 : May 14, amam PDT : Free Borrow & Streaming : Internet Archive
Somewhere at the back of the bus a singularly distinctive cough cut the silence. It merged into a stuttering cack. Then
into a weal, pealing awfully. The dread alarm carried by synapse throughout my body transmitted the dark truth. This
bus, these passengers, and me, belonged to Apollyon. The dark lord. Nausea followed this realisation.
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